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What is Serai?

Technology that shapes
the future of global trade.
Serai is the digital B2B platform by HSBC that is shaping the future of
trade. Its platform enables businesses to connect, trade and build more
efficient supply chains. Companies can network and connect with trusted
buyers and sellers to grow their business. Serai's solutions enable global
businesses to gain deeper insight and visibility into their global supply
chain, regardless of their industry.



“

Serai is evolving with

Through a single platform, they can trace order flow throughout their
supply chain, access complex data and share this with stakeholders that
matter. It’s all about taking the complexities out of global trade and
helping companies make more informed decisions.

its users, integrating
technology service
providers to help
buyers and suppliers
exchange data
securely, while also
building our own
enterprise solutions  
to help you grow  
your business.
Vivek Ramachandran
CEO, Serai

Build and amplify your digital

Become part of a community and

presence by showcasing your

trade with verified buyers, brands,

business capabilities on Serai.

suppliers and manufacturers.

Build a private supply chain

Get a consolidated view of third

network. Access and exchange

party, external and internal data  

fragmented data from your  

for each supplier.

global supply chain to achieve  
your transparency goals.
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Supply chain
solutions for
enterprises
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Global businesses have complex and,  
often, opaque supply chains.
Information is everywhere. But for large businesses, much of it is fragmented and
difficult to access. Tracking sustainability or ESG commitments and managing

supply chain risk consumes too many expensive resources, while collating

countless data sources to produce regulatory reports or remain compliant

with frequent audits is both time-consuming and inefficient.

However, understanding and explaining them
shouldn't be as hard as it is.
So we asked ourselves, how can we consolidate fragmented data to help you
make more informed decisions, and make global trade easier for everyone?

Build your own private  
supply chain network.
´ Digitise your supply chain network
´ Define the data framework for the  
level of traceability you need
´ Collect the information you need from  
your supply chain in a consistent way.. 
´ Easily analyse, visualise and  
validate the information you collec'
´ Share and report it to government bodies,  
investors and consumers.

Buyers

Manage risk and seize new opportunities
through the power of information.
´ Product-level traceability helps buyers understand
who is in their extended supply chain and get a  
better view of potential risks to their business.
´ Take control of your brand’s narrative by proactively
showcasing transparency in your supply chain
´ Build trusted relationships with your suppliers  
through closer collaboration
´ Stay up to date with any changes  
that may affect your business.


Suppliers

Innovate and stand out from your competition.

´ Build your digital supply chain network so that  
you can easily collect information from your  
own business and partners
´ Analyse, understand and share it with your buyerÉ
´ Build trust with your buyers by providing them
information relevant to their products
´ Win new business by showing the level of
transparency you have in your supply chain.

Build trust through supply chain transparency

What we build

We allow you to consistently collect information from or about your extended
supply chain to have a single view of your partners, products and processes.
You are empowered with data to help you understand the underlying risks and
opportunities in your supply chain network. Most importantly, we provide you
with a private supply chain network where you choose who views your data.

Today, we are starting with two modules:  
Traceability and Visibility.
Traceability helps businesses trace their products from finished goods  
to raw materials. 

Visibility helps businesses learn about their supply chain partners,  
to understand underlying risks and stay up to date with any changes  
that might affect your business.
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Go deep:
Traceability
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Traceability helps businesses trace their products to raw materials.  
We do this by connecting all your supply chain partners in a single  
platform with a standardised data framework so that they can easily  
exchange information to trace your products to source.


Features
One platform to connect your
supply chain partners
We set up a private supply chain
network for your company and  
your extended supply chain.

Simple alerts and notifications for

Flexible for different  
business needs

Standardised data model  

We have built our platform to be
flexible and customisable to
ingest, transform and standardise
data in any format so that you
and your partners do not have to
change your processes or systems.

Integration with existing
systems and tools

During implementation, we  

work with you to understand  
your existing systems,  
architecture and data storage.

information across your supply chain
We make it easy for your partners to
share the information you need with
automated alerts to trigger requests.

across your supply chain
We make it easy for you and
your partners to understand
and analyse fragmented  
data from across your  
supply chain. 


Built for scale
More than just a traceability product,  
we help you consolidate all the
information you need about your partners
by bringing together fragmented data in
a single and consistent way.

Build trust through supply chain transparency

Go Wide:
Visibility

Visibility helps businesses learn about their supply chain partners, to
understand underlying risks and stay up to date with any changes
that might affect your business. Visibility can be used as a standalone
offering or combined with Traceability to give you information on your
extended supply chain.


Features
Powerful visualisations providing  
key insights on your supply chain.
Serai collates key data on your supply chain through a range of
third party APIs and presents it through various visualisations to
give deeper insights into the business performance, financial
health and ESG scores of each of your buyers or suppliers.

Risk alerts and notifications triggered by  
changes in your supply chain.

Get risk alerts and notifications on your supply chain
triggered by changes in the underlying corporate, risk,
financial, sustainability and ESG data in our database.

Explore your supply chain  
digitally through multiple views.
Our list, network and geomap views present your supply
chain data through front end visualisations of coordinate
and connection data to react quickly to global events.

Public data
Company registration
and shareholding
information
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What do our
customers say?
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We understand that different businesses have motivations and challenges  
when it comes to supply chains. We have built our products to be flexible  
and customisable to meet each business's unique needs.


Don’t take our word for it though. Here’s what some of our customers have to say.


“

We are excited to be
an early adopter of
Serai, accelerating the
digitisation of our
industry and
strengthening
relationships with  
our existing partners
during these  
uncertain times.
40+ year old global manufacturer

“

It seems like voodoo
magic. Our people are
used to doing manual
surveys and Excel
reconciliation. All the
friction went away.

Global Fortune 500 clothing  
and accessories retailer

“

Serai streamlines
the compliance
process, because
let me tell you, this
work is a pain.  
This saves a  
lot of time.

NASDAQ-listed retailer

Build trust through supply chain transparency

Get started
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It all starts with a workshop to document the key challenges  
you would like to address and get feedback on our solution.


Our approach to mapping complex supply chains starts with an initial
consultation phase, followed by implementation and optimisation
phases. Irrespective of whether or not we proceed, the workshop  
will provide you with deep insights into your current supply chain.

Consultation
In our advisory workshops, we learn about your current
systems and processes, and follow up with a detailed
proposal on how we can work together.

Implementation
From build to integration and testing, we then support your
brand through education and communications tools designed
to encourage suppliers to onboard with our simple tools.

Optimisation
As your supply chain transparency partner, we work together  
to map out next steps that optimise your Serai experience.

BOOK A DEMO
Contact us

solutions@seraitrade.com

Website

seraitrade.com/solutions/supply-chain

Scan me to book
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